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Abstract

Machine type communications (MTC) in the next generation of mobile communication systems require a new
random access scheme to handle massive access with low signaling overhead and latency. The recently developed
compressive sensing multi-user detection (CS-MUD) supports joint activity and data detection by exploiting the
sparsity of device activity. In this paper, we adopt the CS-based random access scheme by assigning the unique
identification sequences to distinguish the different sensor nodes and employ group orthogonal matching pursuit
least square (GOMP-LS) and weighted iteration (WI) GOMP algorithms based on the conventional GOMP with
respect to high-reliability and low-latency applications. In addition, to further reduce computational complexity
and latency, we introduce a low complexity WIGOMP with inverse Cholesky factorization (WIGOMP-ICF). Based
on the simulation results and analysis, we can observe that the proposed three algorithms are promising to
support different services requirements for MTC by considering high reliability, low latency, and computational
complexity.
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1 Introduction
In order to support a number of devices for the inter-
net of things (IoT), there has been a growing interest
in machine type communications (MTC). MTC is also
a critical issue in next generation of mobile commu-
nication systems [1]. The applications of MTC are
diverse from health care to smart grid, where a huge
number of devices exist in the system, but only a few
of them are active at a particular timing instance [2, 3]. In
LTE, establishing a connection requires a relatively com-
plex handshaking procedure [4, 5]. Such an approach is
suitable for a system serving only a few high-activity users,
but it becomes very cumbersome for MTC traffic, where
large amounts of low-activity users intermittently
transmit a small number of packets [6, 7]. Since traf-
fics in MTC are sporadic, the CS-based random ac-
cess has been widely considered to support a number

of devices with low-signaling overhead and low la-
tency for MTC [8, 9].
CS is an alternative approach to Shannon/Nyquist

sampling, where a sparse or compressible signal can
be sampled at a rate much less than the Nyquist rate
[10, 11]. In [8], a CS-based random access scheme
was proposed to exploit the sparsity of active devices
for multi-user detection (MUD), where sensor nodes
directly transmit their data to an access point (AP)
without going through the request–grant procedure.
The AP can not only detect the signals from active
devices, but also identify them (through their unique
signature sequences) simultaneously. To further im-
prove performance, a CS-based random access
scheme with multiple-sequence spreading was pro-
posed by Abebe and Kang [12], and two novel ap-
proaches were also proposed by Schepker et al. [13],
who introduced a channel decoder into the CS
detector.
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In this paper, we utilize the unique identification
sequences to distinguish the different sensor nodes,
which is attractive for MTC due to its flexibility in
supporting various data rates as well as the quality
of service. In [14, 15], the number of users is
greater than the processing gains in an overloaded
communication system, if there are a few active
users, CS-based MUD can effectively detect their
signals. In addition, we consider the quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements of different applications in
our proposed algorithms. First, we propose GOMP-
LS as an improved GOMP algorithm to enhance
link performance for high-reliability applications.
However, GOMP-LS introduces additional process-
ing delay, which is not suitable for low-latency ap-
plications. To satisfy low-latency applications
requirements, WIGOMP algorithm is proposed as a
tradeoff. In WIGOMP, the link performance is infer-
ior to GOMP-LS, but complexity and latency are
obviously lower than GOMP-LS. In addition,
WIGOMP-ICF is proposed to further reduce the com-
plexity by applying inverse Cholesky factorization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the system model of CS-based random
access for MTC is presented. In Section 3, the con-
ventional GOMP algorithm is introduced and three
improved GOMP algorithms considering a tradeoff
between link performance and latency for various
applications are proposed. Section 4 gives the simu-
lation results and analyzes the latency and complex-
ity of each algorithm and the simulation results for
link performance are also discussed in detail. Fi-
nally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 System methodology for CS-based random
access model
In this paper, we consider a random access MTC system
that consists of one AP and K sensor nodes. Each sensor
sends small packets independently to the AP with a certain
low-active probability. We employ the proposed CS-based
random access scheme to reconstruct the original signals at
the AP. The proposed scheme reduces the signaling over-
head and latency compared to the conventional LTE

Fig. 1 Random access scenario of MTC

Fig. 2 Dividing a complicated problem into two simple sub-problems, where K = 5, M = 3, Nc = 4, and v = 2
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random access scheme. Moreover, we utilize a unique
spreading sequence to distinguish the sensor nodes.
Thus, the sensor nodes can efficiently utilize the re-
sources by transmitting the data on the same resource
block. Furthermore, we divide the original problem
into several sub-problems in order to reduce the
computational complexity of the CS-based random
access model.

2.1 CS method details

CS is an emerging theory based on the fact that the salient
information of a signal can be recovered from much fewer
samples than the requirements of the Nyquist rate. Accord-
ing to CS theory, considering a real-valued discrete time
signal z with a finite length N,z can be expressed on
an orthonormal basis Ψ = [ψ1,ψ2,…, ψN] as

z ¼
XN
i¼1

αiψi ¼ Ψx ð1Þ

where x is the coefficient sequence of z, xi = 〈z,ψi〉.
When only S of the coefficients xi are nonzero, and S≪
N, the signal z is compressible and has a sparse

representation, calledS ‐ sparse, and x is the sparse repre-
sentation of z[16].
The sparse signal z can be a compact measurement

under M ×N (M <N) measurement matrix Φ, and the
sampled vector y can be expressed as

y ¼ Φz ¼ ΦΨx ¼ Ax ð2Þ
where A=ΦΨ is called the sensing matrix. In general, be-
cause M is less than N, it is impossible to recover x from y
in this underdetermined equation. However, if x is S ‐ sparse
and S <M, it can be recovered by the following l1− norm
minimization:

x ¼ arg min
x

xk kl1 s:t: y ¼ Ax ð3Þ

Several algorithms, which can exactly recover a sparse sig-
nal with high probability, have been proposed to solve this
convex problem, including matching pursuit (MP) [17], or-
thogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [18], GOMP [19], and
chaining pursuit (CP) [20]. OMP is an efficient iterative
greedy algorithm that can recover the support set of a sparse
signal by selecting the column most correlated with the
current residuals in each iteration.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of GOMP-LS

Fig. 4 Block diagram of WIGOMP
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2.2 CS-based random access model

In this paper, we consider a frame-synchronized system with
one AP and K sensor nodes. In this system, the AP is cap-
able of sophisticated signal processing, while sensor nodes
with a simple structure produce small packets occasionally
and send them to the AP in the recent frame starting time,
as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that each sensor node has
data to send in a frame independently, with a certain prob-
ability, pa, called the activity probability [21, 22] (in practical

communications system, especially a massive MTC system,
pa≪ 1).
We assume there are Nc symbols in a frame. The trans-

mitted signal of the kth (k = 1, 2, …, K) sensor node is

xk ¼ ½xðkÞ1 ; xðkÞ2 ; …; xðkÞNc
�∈ℜNc�1 . xðkÞn is the nth(n = 1,

2, …, Nc) transmission symbol of the kth sensor node.
Furthermore, the inactive sensor nodes that do not
have data to send seem that all the transmitting data
are 0, while the active sensor nodes, which have data

Fig. 5 BER performance of GOMP and GOMP-LS algorithms varying group size

Fig. 6 Activity probability versus BER
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to send, transmit symbols from the discrete finite
modulation alphabet Q. Therefore, on the receiver
side, the detected symbols are from the augmented

modulation alphabet, i.e., xðkÞn ⊂fQ∪0g.
In this random access system, all the sensor nodes trans-

mit their data in the same time-frequency resource block.
To identify all the sensor nodes, a unique spreading se-
quence is assigned permanently to each sensor node. The
spreading sequence for the kth sensor node is s(k) ∈ℜM,
where M is the spreading factor. After modulation and
spreading, transmitted signals are distorted by the
frequency-selective fading channel and are received by the
AP. We assume that the channel, with length L, is invariable
for a whole frame, and perfectly known by the receiver.
Therefore, the ith received symbol at the AP can be
expressed as

yi ¼
yi;1
yi;2
⋮

yi;M

2
664

3
775 ¼

XK
k¼1

Hks
kð Þx kð Þ

i

¼ H1 H2 ⋯ Hk½ �
s 1ð Þ 0 ⋯ 0
0 s 2ð Þ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ s Kð Þ

2
664

3
775

x 1ð Þ
i

x 2ð Þ
i
⋮

x kð Þ
i

2
6664

3
7775

ð4Þ
where Hk is the convolution matrix for the channel of
the kth sensor node, and

Hk ¼

hk;0 0 ⋯
hk;1 hk;0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱

hk;L−1 hk;L−2
0 hk;L−1
⋮ ⋮ ⋱
0 0

2
666666664

3
777777775

¼ circ hkð Þ∈ℜM�M

ð5Þ
The received signal in one frame can be expressed as

y ¼
XK
k¼1

HkS kð Þxk þ n ð6Þ

where

S kð Þ ¼
s kð Þ 0 ⋯ 0
0 s kð Þ ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ s kð Þ

2
664

3
775∈ℜMNc�Nc ð7Þ

is the spreading matrix of the kth sensor node, and n is

the additive white Gaussian noise. y ¼ ½yT1 ; yT2 ; …; yTNc
�

∈ℜMNc is the received signal at the AP.
For simplicity, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as

y ¼ Axþ n ð8Þ

where x ¼ ½xT1 ; xT2 ; …; xTK �∈ℜKNc is a stacked vector
containing all the symbols from all Ksensor nodes in one
frame, and the measurement matrix of the transmitted sig-

nal A ¼ ½circðh1ÞSð1Þ; circðh2ÞSð2Þ; …; circðhK ÞSðKÞ�∈
ℜMNc�KNc combines the influence of spreading matrix S(k)

and channel matrix Hk.
By solving problem (8) with l1− norm minimization of (3)

via the CS algorithm, the non-zero values, as well as their
positions for x, are estimated [23]. The positions with non-
zero values for x correspond to the indexes of the active sen-
sor nodes. The non-zero values are the data transmitted by
active sensor nodes.
In this system model, x is a sparse vector; that is, only a

few elements of x are non-zero because of the fact that the
activity probability of each sensor node, pa, is much less
than 1. On the receiver side, the sparse vector x can be esti-
mated from the under-determined Eq. (8) via CS theory.
Unfortunately, the computational complexity of CS algo-
rithms keeps increasing exponentially with the length of x.
In Eq. (8), the length of x is KNc, which is too large to esti-
mate using the CS algorithm. Therefore, to decrease
complexity, the original problem can be divided into β=Nc/
v sub-problems [24]. The number of consecutive transmis-
sion symbols in each sub-problem is v, called the group size.
The computational complexity increases with group size,
but the performance of CS algorithms decreases simultan-
eously. Each sub-problem uses the same measurement
matrix, A′ ∈ℜMv×Kv, which is the sub-matrix of the original
measurement matrix A. To simplify the model, we neglect
the inter-symbol interference (ISI) between adjacent sub-
problems [25]. The ith (i = 1, 2, …, β) sub-problem of the
original problem (8) can be expressed as

y
0
i ¼ A

0
x

0
i þ n

0
i ð9Þ

where y
0
i ¼ ½yTvði−1Þþ1; …; yTvi�∈ℜMv is composed of the

(v(i − 1) + 1)th to (vi)th vectors of y, andx
0
i ¼ ½xT1ððvði−1Þþ1Þ:viÞ;

…; xTKððvði−1Þþ1Þ:viÞ�∈ℜKv is composed of

fxTkððvði−1Þþ1Þ:viÞgk¼1;…;K
, where xk((v(i− 1) + 1) : vi) is a vector

consisting of the (v(i− 1) + 1)th to (vi)th elements of xk. A
simple example of a problem division is shown in Fig. 2,
where user number K = 5, spreading factor M= 3, the num-
ber of symbols in one frame Nc= 4, and group size v= 2.
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3 Proposed GOMP algorithms for CS-based
random access model
In this section, we discuss the details of the conventional
algorithm and three proposed algorithms for CS-based ran-
dom access scheme. First, we provide the details of conven-
tional GOMP algorithm and then discuss the three
proposed algorithms such as the improved GOMP-LS algo-
rithm for high-reliability applications, WIGOMP algorithm
for low-latency applications, and WIGOMP-ICF for low
complexity in detail.

3.1 Conventional GOMP algorithm procedure
In the CS-based random access system for MTC, the
stacked vector x contains whole signals transmitted from all
the sensor nodes. If a sensor node is inactive in a frame, it is
seen as transmitting all zeros to the AP. Consequently, in
the transmitted signal x, we need to estimate block sparse,
because the symbols belonging to a single sensor node are
all non-zero or zero in a frame. Exploiting the block sparsity
of x, Majumdar and Ward [26] proposed a low-complexity
CS algorithm, GOMP, as shown in Algorithm 1. In GOMP,
the indexes of the entire group containing the highest cor-
relation to residual are selected (Step 2.2) in each iteration,
instead of only one index with the highest correlations se-
lected in OMP. In Algorithm 1, K is the total number of
groups, and v is the number of elements in one group. The
iteration stop criterion is decided by maximal iteration time
T and minimum residual coefficient ζ. A:n is the nth column
of A. AΓt is a sub-matrix of A containing only the columns
of A with indexes in Γt. As mentioned before, in a CS-based
random access system, to decrease the complexity, the com-
plicated problem in Eq. (8) is divided into several sub-
problems, as shown in Eq. (9). Each sub-problem, x

0
i, which

contains a part of the elements in x, is also block sparse.
Solving each sub-problem via GOMP, the signal transmitted
by sensor nodes is estimated by the AP.

3.2 Proposed GOMP-LS algorithm procedure for high-
reliability applications
Considering the link performance, we provide the
GOMP-LS algorithm. The solution to each sub-
problem solved by GOMP may be different from the
data transmitted by sensor nodes because of fading or
noise in the wireless communications channel. The
sub-problem diversity gain can be achieved because of
the fact that the positions of non-zero solutions in
each sub-problem are the same. Therefore, the
GOMP-LS algorithm is proposed to improve the BER
performance for high-reliability applications, as shown
in Fig. 3. Similar to conventional GOMP for CS-
based random access, on the receiver side, the
problem is divided into several sub-problems, and
each sub-problem is solved by GOMP. After these
processes, the support sets of all the sub-problems
are combined using equal gain combining (EGC) in
order to get the support set with maximum
likelihood. Since x is sparse, according to CS theory,
when the support set of x is known, the value of
non-zero elements in x can be estimated using LS
estimation.
In GOMP-LS, given in Algorithm 2, Φ is a set

containing the indexes of active sensor nodes. In Step
7, x

0
ið jÞ is the jth element in x

0
i . If the number of

estimated non-zero elements in the frame for a sensor
node is larger than Sthr, this sensor node is labeled
active, and the index of the node will be added into

Φ. A
0
Φ is a sub-matrix of A′ containing only the

columns of A′ with indexes of the sensor nodes in Φ.
Other variants are similar to the expressions in
Algorithm 1.
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3.3 Proposed WIGOMP algorithm procedure for low-
latency applications
In GOMP-LS, we combine the support set of all the
sub-problems to improve link performance, but add-
itional latency is simultaneously introduced. To sat-
isfy the requirements of low-latency applications in
the next-generation mobile communications,
WIGOMP, another improved GOMP algorithm is
proposed, as shown in Fig. 4. In this algorithm, link
performance is improved by adjusting weight with-
out introducing additional latency. The solution can
be directly output, once the sub-problem is solved,
and there is no need to wait until all the sub-
problems are solved, as with GOMP-LS. The pos-
ition of the non-zero elements in the previous sub-
problems can be employed to improve estimation
accuracy for posterior sub-problems. Therefore, a
critical signal can be transmitted in the posterior
symbols in a frame, because the incorrect estimation
probability of the symbols in the posterior sub-
problems is smaller.
The pseudo code of WIGOMP is shown in Algo-

rithm 3, where wi is the weight vector in the ith it-
eration, and wi

j is the jth element in wi. All the

weights are initialized to 1 in Step 1. Because of the
iterations, to restrain the influence of errors occur-
ring previously, in Step 2.2, we keep the weights in
the previous (Ithr − 1) sub-problems equal to 1. From
the Ithr

th sub-problem, the weights in the ith sub-
problem are adjusted by the sum of the 2-norm of
solutions in the previous (i − 1) sub-problems.

3.4 Proposed low-complexity WIGOMP-ICF algorithm
procedure
In OMP and its extending algorithms, including GOMP
and WIGOMP, the computational complexity grows expo-
nentially with the number of non-zero elements in the
sparse solution. To solve this problem by avoiding matrix in-
versions, efficient implementations of OMP based on in-
verse Cholesky factorization are proposed [27]. Therefore,
based on WIGOMP, a low-complexity algorithm called
WIGOMP-ICF is proposed by employing inverse Cholesky
factorization, as shown in Algorithm 4.

To calculate ðA0
Γt
H
A

0
Γt Þ

−1
in Step. 2.3.4 of Algorithm 3, we

assume GΓt ¼ A
0
Γt
H
A

0
Γt . The inverse Cholesky factor GΓt is

Ft, which satisfies

Ft Ft
H ¼ GΓt

‐1 ¼ A
0
Γt
H
A

0
Γt

� �−1
ð10Þ

In [28], an efficient algorithm is proposed to compute
Ft from Ft ‐ 1 iteratively.
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4 Performance evaluation of proposed CS-based
random access model
In this section, we describe the simulation results of
the performance of the proposed three algorithms.
To evaluate the link performance of the proposed
algorithms, Monte Carlo simulations with different
parameters are performed. We consider scenarios
with K = 128 sensor nodes. In a frame, there are
Nc = 120 symbols, with binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation and spread via pseudo-noise
(PN) sequence with length M = 32.

4.1 Simulation results and discussion
4.1.1 Link performance evaluation
Figure 5 shows the BER performance of GOMP and
GOMP-LS algorithms under various group sizes, v,
with activity probability pa = 0.02. First, in both
GOMP and GOMP-LS, BER is decreasing while
group size v is increasing, which is due to the ex-
ploitation of block sparsity. When Eb/N0 = 16, the
BER of GOMP decreases from 2.2 × 10−4 to 3 × 10−5,
with group sizes increasing from 2 to 8. Compared
with GOMP, GOMP-LS obviously achieves better
BER performance. Even the BER of GOMP-LS with
v = 2 is lower than the BER of GOMP with v = 8;

i.e., to meet the same BER requirements, we can
use GOMP-LS with a smaller group size, instead of
GOMP with a larger group size, to decrease the
computational complexity. In addition, we note that
when the group size is decreased from 8 to 2, the
BER increase in GOMP is much larger than in
GOMP-LS. Since in GOMP-LS, we consider the re-
lationship between each sub-problem that when the
group size is smaller, the number of sub-problems is
larger, which introduces more sub-problem diversity
gain in GOMP-LS. In addition, we compare the BER
performance of the proposed algorithms with
GOMP when group size v equals to 8.
Figure 6 shows the performance of GOMP-LS is the

best, since it exploits the relationship between sub-
problems and gets more diversity gain, which greatly de-
creases the BER. The performance of WIGOMP is better
than GOMP, because the diversity gain is achieved in the
posterior sub-problem by introducing the weights of
each user according to the solution of the previous sub-
problem. The performance of WIGOMP is worse than
GOMP-LS, because it can only improve the BER per-
formance of posterior sub-problems, whereas, in
GOMP-LS, the performance of all the sub-problems is
improved. When Eb/N0 = 16 and pa = 0.04, the BER of

Fig. 7 Number of symbols per frame versus latency

Table 1 Comparison of computational complexity and latency

Algorithm Computational complexity Latency

GOMP β(MKv2 + 2MKpav
2 + 2MK2pa

2v3 + K3pa
3v3 + Kv + K2pa

2v2) NcTs + T0 + vTs

GOMP-LS β(MKv2 + 3MKpav
2 + 4MK2pa

2v3 + 2K3pa
3v3 + Kv + K2pa

2v2) 2NcTs + T1

WIGOMP β(MKv2 + 2MKpav
2 + 2MK2pa

2v3 + K3pa
3v3 + Kv + K2pa

2v2 + Kpav
2) NcTs + T2 + vTs

WIGOMP-ICF β(MKv2 +MKpav
2 + K2pa

2v2 + NcK + 2Kpav
2 + Kv + Kpav) NcTs + T3 + vTs
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GOMP, WIGOMP, and GOMP-LS is 1.6 × 10−4, 9 × 10−5,
and 4 × 10−5, respectively. Moreover, it is noted that
there is more gain for BER performance using GOMP-
LS or WIGOMP instead of GOMP when Eb/N0 be-
comes high. Under the condition of high Eb/N0, the
number of error data becomes small, so it is easier
to correct error bits by EGC or weighted iteration.
Because WIGOMP-ICF only decreases the complex-
ity of WIGOMP by avoiding the matrix inverse, the
BER performance of WIGOMP-ICF, which is the
same as WIGOMP, is not shown here.

4.1.2 Latency and complexity performance evaluation
In Fig. 7, the latencies varying frame lengths of the pro-
posed algorithms are shown. Latency linearly increases
with an increase in the number of symbols per frame.
The latency of GOMP and GOMP-LS is almost the
same, and the latency of WIGOMP-ICF is 7% lower than
GOMP. The latency of GOMP-LS is almost twice that of
the other algorithms.
In Table 1, we compare the computational complexity

and latency of GOMP and the proposed algorithms. The
computational complexity is the number of complex

Fig. 9 Activity probability versus sensor node activity error rate with v = 8

Fig. 8 Activity probability versus computational complexity, where K = 128, M = 32, Nc = 120, v = 8, and β = 15
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multiplications, and latency is the delay from input of
the first symbol to output of the last symbol. Latency in
the algorithms is represented by the symbol duration, Ts,
and the processing time of various computational com-
plexities are expressed as follows:

T0 ¼ T MKv2 þ 2MKpav
2 þ 2MK 2pa

2v3 þ K 3pa
3v3 þ Kvþ K2pa

2v2
� �

T1 ¼ T MKv2 þ 3MKpav
2 þ 4MK 2pa

2v3 þ 2K 3pa
3v3 þ Kvþ K 2pa

2v2
� �

T2 ¼ T MKv2 þ 2MKpav
2 þ 2MK 2pa

2v3 þ K 3pa
3v3 þ Kvþ K2pa

2v2 þ Kpav
2

� �
T3 ¼ T MKv2 þMKpav

2 þ K 2pa
2v2 þ NcK þ 2Kpav

2 þ Kvþ Kpav
� �

8>><
>>:

ð11Þ

Figure 8 shows the computational complexity varying
the activity probability of the four algorithms in Table 1.
The value of the parameters in Table 1 are as follows:
number of sensor nodesK = 128, spreading factor M = 32,
number of symbols per frame Nc = 120, group size v = 8,
and the number of sub-problems β =Nc/v = 15. The com-
putational complexity of GOMP and WIGOMP are al-
most the same, which is larger than WIGOMP-ICF and
smaller than GOMP-LS. With the increasing activity
probability, the computational complexity of WIGOMP-
ICF is almost invariable, whereas the computational com-
plexity of other algorithms increases exponentially, espe-
cially GOMP-LS. When pa = 0.04, the computational
complexity of GOMP is around five times that of
WIGOMP-ICF, and the computational complexity of
GOMP-LS is around eight times of WIGOMP-ICF’s. To
compare the latency of the proposed algorithms with
GOMP, we assume the processing time for various com-
putational complexities are T0 = 10Ts, T1 = 16Ts, T2 = 10Ts,
and T3 = 2Ts.

4.1.3 Activity error rate performance evaluation
Figure 9 shows the sensor node activity error rate with a
varying activity probability for group size v = 8. In CS-
based random access, both the activity of the sensor
nodes and the transmitted data are detected on the re-
ceiver side. The sensor node activity error rate decreases
while Eb/N0 is increasing. Sensor node activity error in-
cludes a case where an active node is detected as in-
active, and vice versa. Moreover, the high-activity
probability results in more detection errors. In terms of
CS theory, the high-activity probability corresponds to
the overall high sparsity, and the sparsity is destroyed
gradually with the activity probability increasing, which
leads to performance degradation in CS algorithms. At
Eb/N0 = 12, the sensor node activity error rate increases
from 1.5 × 10−4 to 2 × 10−3 when activity probability in-
creases from 0.01 to 0.1.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we employ CS-based random access
scheme with unique identification sequences for MTC

by considering the sparsity of devices activity, which effi-
ciently reduces the signaling overhead and guarantees
the link performance. Three improved GOMP
algorithms are proposed for various applications in the
next generation of mobile communication systems.
Simulation results show that the BER of GOMP-LS is
the lowest. Under the conditions of Eb/N0 = 16 dB and
pa = 0.04, the BER of GOMP is 1.6 × 10−4, while the BER
of GOMP-LS decreases to 4 × 10−5. However, the latency
of GOMP-LS is almost as twice as that of GOMP.
Therefore, GOMP-LS is suitable for high-reliability ap-
plications. To achieve relatively high reliability without
increasing latency, WIGOMP is proposed. While keep-
ing the same computational complexity and latency as
GOMP, under the same conditions mentioned above,
the BER of WIGOMP decreases to 9 × 10−5, which is
better than GOMP, but worse than GOMP-LS. More-
over, WIGOMP-ICF, which has the same BER perform-
ance as WIGOMP, is proposed, combining WIGOMP
with matrix decomposition, and the latency of this algo-
rithm is 7% lower than GOMP. Hence, WIGOMP is
more suitable for low latency applications. In addition,
we analyze the sensor node activity performance of the
proposed CS-based random access scheme which results
in better activity error rate.

Abbreviation
AP: Access point; BER: Bit error rate; BPSK: Binary phase shift keying;
CP: Chaining pursuit; CS: Compressive sensing; EGC: Equal gain combining;
GOMP: Group orthogonal matching pursuit; GOMP-ICF: Group orthogonal
matching pursuit with inverse Cholesky factorization; GOMP-LS: Group
orthogonal matching pursuit least square; IoT: Internet of things; LTE: Long
- term evolution; MP: Matching pursuit; MTC: Machine type communication;
MUD: Multi-user detection; OMP: Orthogonal matching pursuit; PN: Pseudo
-noise; QoS: Quality of service; WIGOMP: Weighted iteration group
orthogonal matching pursuit
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